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Introduction
This has been written by me, ELSPETH JEAN MACKAY (nee MOIR).
I was born in 1939 and married RICHARD MACKAY in 1963.
We have three children:
RICHARD (RICK) FRANCIS MACKAY (b. 1966),
SCOTT JAMES MACKAY (b. 1968)
SUSAN MOIR MACKAY (b. 1970).
When I refer to DICK MACKAY
I am referring to my father-in-law (Richard's father).
Rick has one son: MURRAY (b. 1999);
Scott has three sons: EWAN (b. 1999), RORY (b. 2004) and SANDY (b. 2007);
Susan has one daughter FIONA (b. 1998) and a son DYLAN (b.2000).
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Memories
I can't honestly remember when I first met Dick Mackay - or Papa as he became known by
his grandchildren Rick, Scott and Susan. But it must have been sometime in 1961. He was
a man always on the go, with a thousand "ants in his pants". I do seem to remember joining
him on one of his walks not long after meeting him and this, I know, earned me quite a few
Brownie points as he was always desperate to have people walk with him. The walk I
remember was over the hills around Dalwhinnie and something about the way I held my
hands while walking convinced him I was a true walker (which I like to think I am!). Sunday,
however, was his main walking day in the Pentland Hills when he would take the bus to
Balerno, walk over the hills and be met by car at Flotterstone for lunch, mostly by his wife
Bessie or Richard. This highlighted one of his pet hates which was the inability at that time
to get anything at lunchtime other than a full lunch from any decent restaurant or hotel. His
choice of walk on a Sunday was constrained by the need to end at a restaurant where he could
get what he wanted - which was tea (plenty of it), toast, cheese and jam: at lunchtime. He
had a favourite restaurant, the Flotterstone Inn, in the hills near Penicuik, which provided
him with what he needed (or perhaps we should say which he had trained them to give him
what he needed). Dick was ahead of his time in believing that restaurants should be flexible
in what they offered. He would have been delighted to see the level of flexibility available
today. Again, his belief that the prime aim of a business should be to satisfy the customer was
ahead of the curve in the UK.
Dick never ever missed a Sunday walk when he was at home. His daily walk - again, never
to be missed - was round Queen's Park. At this time he and his wife, Bessie, were living in
the upper flat of 8 Salisbury Road, chosen for proximity to the Queen's Park. It took him
exactly an hour and the kettle could be boiled and a cup of tea made for him as he walked in
the door, so exact was his timing. This was usually mid-afternoon but as he started his day
about 6am he had done a ton of work before his walk.
His workmate, or PA as she would be called now, was Edith Marshall. She had many a tale
to tell, not least the one when Dick was caught by the police for speeding. Undaunted, he
explained that his companion (Edith) was about to give birth and he was rushing her to the
hospital! Edith was fortunately an early riser also and it was not unusual for them to arrive
at customers' houses before 8am.Their job was to measure for loose covers for suites. Once
measured and material chosen, the order was placed in the hands of various expert home
sewers. This obviously involved a lot of driving all over town as, once made up, the covers
had to be collected from the sewers and then delivered to the customers in big brown paper
parcels. Friday evening was always parcel night when Richard (Dick's son) would deliver
these parcels to the customers. This was not an easy job on dark wet nights when house
numbers on the average Edinburgh house are small and awkwardly positioned.
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Richard's knowledge of Edinburgh certainly impressed me as a route was planned and the
parcels numbered accordingly.
Bessie and Dick loved their holidays. One that stands out in my mind is their Canadian trip taken
around 1966 to visit "Aunty" Meg who was hostess of the Lodge in Kittimat's huge aluminium
complex. Kittimat is on the western seaboard of Canada, not too far from Vancouver. They
flew out and had several happy days with Margaret Duff (Aunty Meg). They then boarded
the train and took it all the way across Canada until finally boarding the QE2 in New York.
It was some trip - even by today's standards - and two things stand out. Firstly, as a dutiful
daughter-in-law my mother-in-law requested that I write to her to keep her up to date on all
family news - mostly, I suspect to hear how her new grandson (Rick) was progressing. It is
so hard to realise now that phone calls, emails, etc virtually did not exist. Anyway, she gave
me a list of addresses and I duly wrote a long, newsy letter. Sadly, when they returned, Bessie
assured me she had not received my letter. I was so disappointed as a part of me wondered
if she doubted my word. However, months went by and my letter turned up "return to
sender". Fortunately I had put my home address on the outside of the envelope.
The other memory from that trip is of the anorak that they brought Rick (then about one year
old). It was made of fake fur and was totally designed to withstand the cold. Nothing had
been seen like it in this country at that time and it attracted no end of comments (all complimentary) whenever he wore it. It also served Scott and Susan very well as it was made to last.
Dick liked porridge for breakfast. He ate this in the old fashioned way which was to have a
bowl of porridge and a separate cup of milk. He would take a spoonful of porridge and dip
it into the cup of milk before eating it. I think this approach was to ensure the porridge
remained hot for as long as possible. A personal memory of this habit reminds me of the time
when I had only known Richard for a few months but I was invited to spend New Year in
Dunblane Hydro with Bessie, Dick, "Aunty" Meg from Canada and Richard. I was genuinely
embarrassed when Richard ate his porridge as described but now, thankfully, I have matured
enough to see it as the old Scots way and to be extremely proud of the custom.
George Irving, as a family friend and young student, joined the household at 8 Salisbury Road
around 1960 and he has wonderful memories of Dick and the following paragraph sums up
Dick's philosophy on life:
"Dick's motto was "DO IT NOW!" He firmly believed in this and seemed to apply it as
rigorously as he could to everything he did. I imagine it went a long way toward explaining
his success in building a flourishing business from scratch but it sure made him difficult to
live with. You had to be careful what you suggested because, if he liked it, you would find
him pushing instantly to get on with it. He didn't have 'itchy feet' so much as a 'triangular
bottom' on which he seldom sat for long."
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Bessie Mackay
No memory of Dick could be complete without mentioning his wife, Bessie. They were such
an ideal couple, complementing each other completely. She was small, neat and always
immaculately turned out and very house-proud but she was quieter than her husband and
adored him and her three grandchildren. I am lucky enough to have her 5-year diary of 1933
- 1938 during which time she first met Dick. As I also am a great 5-year diarist it fascinates
me to read my mother-in-law's diary. She was definitely the rock that steadied him in his
great zest for life and she was so practical and down-to-earth - habits I think learned from
her time helping her mother to run the Minto Hotel.
Her first diary mention of Dick occurs on 22nd February 1933 and goes into some detail of
the event: "Dick phoned at 5pm and asked me to a dance at 7pm in Macvities. However, I
met him at 8.30pm. Had a most enjoyable evening. Mr Kent took us home." Events
obviously progressed well, with frequent diary mentions of meetings, car runs, meals with
family and loads of visits to friends. Eventually on 24th December 1934 there is the entry
that tells all: "Dick chose ring!"
Their life together was a long and very happy one until her death in January 1977.
Her diary at both the beginning and end on the blank cover pages is full of quotations. As I
also fill my diary with quotes, this is something I have in common with my mother-in-law
although, sadly, I knew nothing of the diary and the quotes in her lifetime. I feel some of
these should be printed here:
"We have all great cause to give great thanks."
"God has given us two ears - but only one mouth."
"As you grow ready for it, somewhere or other you will find what is needful to you, in a book
or a friend or in your own thoughts."
"An easy conscience is a soft pillow."
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Dick's Early Life
Richard Francis Mackay was born on 26th October 1905 (died 4th September 1981) at 18
Buchanan Street, Leith. Sadly, the original building has been replaced by a modern building.
His parents were Alexander and Elizabeth (nee Glasgow) and at the time of their marriage in
1899 they were living at 18 Edina Place. However, they were soon on the move with the
birth of their first son, John, to 13 London Road, Leith (c. 1900).

Back Row: Richard (Dick),Winnie, John, Annie
Front Row: Alexander and Elizabeth
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John himself must have been an amazing man as he gave up his comparatively safe life as an
Edinburgh butcher to go with this wife as a missionary abroad. He attributed his
extraordinary change of life to an article in the Edinburgh Evening News in 1957 asking for
men with business and administrative experience to go to Calabar in Africa. Once there he
was appointed Bursar of the Hope Waddell Training Institute.
Three other children followed John's birth, namely Annie, Richard
(Dick) and Winifred. Dick's father's occupation was a stonemason as
had been his grandfather and his everlasting memory is in the fact
that he was involved in building St Andrew's House, Edinburgh. I
can imagine that to work on such a building would involve a lifelong
commitment.
The photo shows a stonemason atop a 20ft high statue, one of many
within the building - there's very little sign of health and safety! In
my imagination, the man in the cloth cap becomes Alexander.
Perhaps he is carving out his initials which family folklore has it are
to be found somewhere in the building.
At the time of Dick's marriage to Bessie his occupation is down as
upholsterer and that ties in with an earlier account of his starting his
own business at 45 London Street in 1931. However, he received an
excellent training in J and R Allan's department store in Edinburgh
and he also attended upholstery classes at night school. The family is
proud to own an original chair upholstered at night class
by Dick.

Statue in
St. Andrew’s House

The move to 49 South Clerk Street in 1935 was pivotal in
Dick's career with its endless possibilities to expand up,
down and sideways as adjoining properties became
available. This may have increased the space but did not
really make for a convenient furniture store as customers
could literally disappear in the labyrinth of small rooms as
more and more flats were converted to become part of
the showrooms. At first, sewers were employed in the
basement, working on curtains and loose covers - often
during the night so as to complete orders.

Original chair upholstered by Dick
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SOME INTERESTING FACTS
Mr R F Mackay, Upholsterer

Note:
Started jobbing business at 45 London Street on 7th September 1931
Transferred London Street business to 49 South Clerk Street on 28th November 1935
Opened Drumsheugh Shop, May 1934
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Newspaper Article
Written in 1981 (the year he died) by a Journalist for the Edinburgh Evening News
Richard F Mackay Ltd; dynamism, dedication and 50 years' proud service with distinction
About to celebrate fifty years' service to their customers and the community is the well-known
Newington firm of Richard F Mackay Ltd, 'the complete house furnishers'.
This flourishing business, founded in 1931 by Mr Richard F Mackay Snr - the current
Chairman and just as active now as when he launched the company - now operates from a
prestigious 8000 square foot location in Edinburgh's South Side; a far cry indeed from the
company's modest beginnings in the early thirties.
It is a proud history. At that time, their original premises in Brunswick Road boasted a staff
of two, although Mr Mackay remembers vividly that the bulk of the business was done from
his car with orders taken on the back of a notebook.
Mr Mackay, a vigorous septuagenarian whose dynamism and relish for daily involvement in
the business remain undiminished, recalls: "At that time I dealt exclusively in loose covers:
8/11 for a settee, 30 bob for a three-piece suite! My motto was 'I'll call anywhere, any time'
and this keenness occasionally took me off to some fairly outlandish places. I would travel
up to Skye in my Austin, cutting, fitting and pricing on the spot - even making templates for
suites and chairs and taking orders to bring back to Edinburgh for making up.
It was hard work but immensely satisfying; the business had to be developed in this way by
personal contact and attention to detail, axioms which I firmly believe have as much relevance
to a successful business today as they did fifty years ago."
It seems this pragmatism was entirely justified, for as Mr Mackay recalls:
"In all the time I was involved building up the loose cover side of the business, I had only one
sent back: due to an oversight, we'd put a frill on the inside rather than the outside!"
On final point from these early years which Mr Mackay remembers with a twinkle in his eye:
"These covers were marvellous. They would last for years and years and it really tickles me
when some customers of long-standing bring them back forty years later, saying how well
they've lasted and how it seems only yesterday they bought them from my son!"
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A few years on, Mr Mackay was well placed when demand for linoleum soared. And as the
business developed, he was forced to move to larger premises in London Street.
"Linoleum," he went on "was a fundamental essential. As the forerunner to carpeting, it was
both functional and decorative and my marketing strategy was equally basic.
'Spend wisely now' was the selling message (which would seem to apply equally well nowadays)
and I was offering it at 2/9 per square yard when my competitors were still charging 2/11!
Business" he went on "was brisk!" - so much so that traffic jams were caused by queues of
jostling customers anxious to get the best deal in town.
In fact it can be argued that this anecdote serves to illustrate the Richard F Mackay credo
which persists even today: an eye for quality merchandise, a desire to provide personal
service and value for money, a touch of entrepreneurial flair, all allied to a profound
understanding of the house furnishing business. These represent the fundamental philosophy
circumscribing the company in 1980.
In 1935, however, the company was on the move again, making steady progress, gaining
committed customers and building up an enviable reputation in the community. Premises
were acquired in South Clerk Street which had previously been Rossleigh's first car
showroom in Edinburgh; latterly, Underwood the house furnishers had operated from here.
And it was from here in 1935 that Richard F Mackay Ltd first diversified into soft furnishings
and carpets. This is the time when Mr Mackay and his staff would work through Saturday
night into Sunday morning burning the midnight oil, making up orders, hammering and
banging into the small hours to such an extent that the police, alerted by suspicious neighbours,
regularly answered "999" calls believing there to be burglars on the premises!
It was also a time for engaging characters, like Mr Mackay himself and like, for example, Mr
Urquhart from Dundee. Formerly a postman, this splendid gentleman arrived on the
doorstep one morning resplendent in bowler hat and rolled umbrella and asked to be allowed
to work in the shop for nothing, such was his love of house furnishings! That he stayed for
eight years is glowing testimony to his sincerity, but there is no truth in the rumour, put
about at the time by Mr Mackay's close friends, that Mr Urquhart paid him for the privilege
of working for Richard F Mackay Ltd! Yet another superb vignette from an age long gone.
Through the acquisition of adjoining property - a tea-shop, a dairy and a sweetie shop - the
prime location on South Clerk Street continued to grow and to become a distinctive landmark
in the community it served.
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Floor space, however, was still limited so the Drumsheugh outlet was opened in the late
thirties. Mackay in fact went on to develop his West End presence in Shandwick Place some
years later and he recalls that this was an exciting time in the company's history - a period of
rapid progress and growth.
Yet the epicentre of the Richard F Mackay phenomenon always remained at 49 South Clerk
Street and in 1956 Mr Mackay's son, Richard, joined the family business after a spell in the
armed forces.
Mr Richard F Mackay, Jnr, now the Managing Director, is justifiably proud of the family
business which his father single-handedly built up. Yet, with a turnover this year in excess of
£1 million, he is still a traditionalist who continues to adhere to the principles to which his
father has always subscribed.
"Our business today is more the exception than the rule but we make no apologies for that.
High Street independent retailers play an invaluable role in providing personal service at a
time when national multiples are no more than soulless entities."
Warming to his subject, Mr Mackay, Jnr, continued:
"Where else, for example, can you call in and ask for the Managing Director by name?
Where else will you find the founder and chairman of a £1 million company personally
calling on you at home to measure up and provide expert service and advice?
We are one of the few flourishing businesses which delight in offering this degree of unique
personal service - and yet we can and do at the same time offer the most competitive prices
in the city.
Ultimately, I'm proud to say that in an age of depressing uniformity, we bring a touch of
individuality to customer relations which I find refreshingly stimulating, as do our many loyal
customers."
To be sure, the future is buoyant. Richard F Mackay's showrooms in South Clerk Street boast
comprehensive ranges of G-plan, Parker-Knoll and Stag furniture in spacious and elegant
surroundings. The service is unobtrusive yet attentive; the ambience is intimate; it is clear
therefore that their claim of being 'the complete house furnishers' is no idle one.
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A relatively new diversification, already making a positive contribution to the business, is
their splendid Schreiber Centre at 80 Niddrie Mains Road. This specialist showroom has one
of the largest ranges of Schreiber furniture in the city yet the emphasis, as always, is firmly
on service and value for money.
The company's planned development, evidently, has been underpinned by the practical
application of sound business acumen. However, the company's success, he says, has also
been achieved in part by maintaining strong links with professional bodies representing the
trade.
In particular, Mr Mackay is enthusiastic about the Floreat Marketing Group, a consortium of
some two hundred independent retailers whose combined purchasing power and negotiating
strength allow them to buy at preferential prices from major manufacturers, thereby
competing with the national multiples on their own terms and passing on competitive prices
to their customers.
A board member of the group, Mr Mackay welcomes the opportunity which members now
have to exchange ideas and philosophies. This interaction can only be beneficial to all
concerned and it is this corporate strength allied to sturdy autonomy which he sees as one of
the most decisive determining factors in his company's future.
A world away, then, from Mr Mackay, Snr, taking his car to Skye on cold canvasses! Yet some
principles remain the same. Fifty years on, the energetic founder of the thriving business still
derives identical satisfaction and enjoyment from daily involvement with his customers. In
his commitment and dedication, he perfectly epitomises the strength and spirit of Richard F
Mackay Ltd today.

Bessie and Dick
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South Clerk Street

South Clerk Street 1957

49, South Clerk Street was always known as "the shop" within the family and was quite a
landmark of Newington, being positioned as it was in the same block as the much bigger
company of C & J Brown (House Furnishers). So many things changed throughout the years
of trading there, not least the question of parking. Despite being on a main bus route, as cars
became more popular, more and more customers required the necessary parking. In its hay
day, parking was not a problem as there were no restrictions whatever to stop customers
parking right outside the front door - no yellow lines, no parking tickets and certainly no
parking wardens. From 1935 until 1993 business expanded and flourished. Until his death
in 1981, Dick bought up surrounding shops and flats with enthusiasm and turned them into
more showrooms, adding to his once small shop's floor space greatly. Richard vividly
remembers literally 'living above the shop' when he, Bessie and Dick lived in one of the
adjoining flats.
Rick's early training was in "the shop" and Susan also remembers making tea and coffee and
serving her own home baking to customers.
I can clearly remember Richard telling me many years ago, possibly in the early 1980s, that
we would never be able to sell the shop due to its plethora of rooms, corridors, stairs and
offices.
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That was before someone had the absolutely brilliant idea of converting it back into flats
which then sold easily - a job not lightly undertaken but one which paid off. Today the main
shop is run by Peckham's, a flourishing delicatessen.
Richard and Elspeth bought a
ground floor flat in Lutton
Place, right next door to the
shop and so the family lived
there for several years.

Back Row: Elspeth, Richard, Michael Ancrum(M.P.), Rick
Front Row: Scott and Susan
A promotional evening at South Clerk Street

South Clerk Street Staff 1963
Front Row: Annie (Dick’s sister), Richard, Elspeth, Dick, Bessie, Mr Berry (salesman), Edith (Dick’s P.A.)
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Summit at Baileyfield.
It's said that boat owners' happiest two days are the day they take ownership of their new boat
and the day they sell it. On reflection, the time at Baileyfield has a little of the same theme.

Richard, Scott, Elspeth, Susan and Rick in Summit

In 1976 Richard (Dick's only son) was 41 and feeling the need to expand the business which
was then only the property at 49 South Clerk Street. Suitable 'away from the city centre'
properties were thin on the ground but he decided to invest in a lease at 11 Baileyfield
Crescent in the Baileyfield Estate, Portobello. The landlords were Standard Life and the lease
was for 22 years. The actual lease was signed by Richard's father so the whole venture had
his total approval (albeit, it was Richard's 'new baby').
Baileyfield was a huge, soulless
warehouse, but back in those days it
was quite acceptable and in some ways
even considered 'modern' to display
the furniture in rows, with no
accessories whatsoever. Gradually, as
times and fashions changed, a mezzanine
floor was added and the whole building
took on a softer hue. It was fashionable
at that time to have a high street store
as well as an out-of-town store - but
trading under different names.
Baileyfield
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Therefore, "Summit" became the brand name. Subsequently, the costs of running two sets
of overheads became unsustainable despite a name change back to Richard F Mackay Ltd. As
Stevenson Road became available in 1992 there was no thought of renewing the Baileyfield
lease in 1998.

The Summit van

One story of Baileyfield, recalled by Rick, tells of his being in the store with his Dad on a wet
and windy night many, many years ago when he was a very young trainee salesman. There
were noisy double doors which told the staff of approaching customers. His Dad suddenly
turned to him and said "This one's yours" just as the doors announced impending customers.
Rick was absolutely petrified, but that started his indoctrination to selling - an experience
he's never forgotten. Rick omits to tell if the customers bought anything!

Summit with mezzanine floor
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Warehousing
Space needed for selling (in our case furniture) is always paramount in running any retail
business. But equally as important is the need for spacious, easily accessible warehousing not always easy to achieve. In our case it seems that, before we built at Borthwick View,
Pentland Industrial Estate in 1988, warehousing was a real problem. Craigmillar was a
complete disaster being an old ice cream factory and not at all suitable as a furniture warehouse.
There followed a period when various buildings within Baileyfield Industrial Estate were
used but, despite their nearness to the Baileyfield branch, the high cost of rent and lack of
space made them unsuitable in the long term. There was even was a period when we shared
premises at Baileyfield with Mall Furnishing but with their administration problems we felt
a strong need to purchase our own warehouse. Before this could be achieved there followed
a period at Macmerry - vast and cheap but not easily accessible.
So the hunt for our own warehouse really became pressing. But where? It was the first time
in the history of the company that a purpose built property had been considered. The
challenge was both exciting and daunting. The only suitable land was on the new and empty
Pentland Industrial Estate. No Costco, no Sainsbury's, no Ikea and certainly no Asda in those
far off days. The site we wanted was selected but the local authority insisted that we buy the
plot as it was and it was a very irregular shape. Naturally we needed it to be rectangular.
A favourite expression of Richard's is: "Cometh the hour, cometh the man…" Well in our
hour of need, as we appeared to lock horns with the local authority at Pentland, the very man
we needed appeared in the person of Fraser Syme (who sadly died in 2009). Fraser was a
long standing friend who had gone freelance in the consultancy business. Richard always
credits our eventual success over the shape of land, as well as acceptance of our proposal for
the site, to Fraser's dogged and meticulous planning. He it was who conceived the idea of a
courtyard development so allowing for rental income on unused warehouses - a plan still
operating today.

1988 Early development, mud, mud and more mud
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Richard's ambition has always been to own all properties and so with the building at Pentland
a start was made on achieving that ambition. With the ending of the lease at Baileyfield in
1998 and the purchase of Stevenson Road in 1992, Richard has seen his goal reached.
Currently we operate two Luton vans from our
warehouse, with a staff of six, comprising a manager
with an assistant, a warehouse administrator and the
remainder being distribution operators. Rental
income is generated from Edinburgh Granite Marble
as well as Forth Movers who use part of the courtyard
development.

Early construction

Warehouse today, showing two sides of courtyard
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18
February 2011. Warehouse staff with Rory, Ewan and Murray

19
February 2011. Stevenson Road staff

Stevenson Road
The demise of high street stores
brought about new challenges.
'Summit' may have partially fulfilled
the dream of an out-of-town store but
we did not own the property and, with
ever increasing rent, it became harder
and harder to sustain especially as it
was a solus retail furniture location.
Therefore, by the late 1980s Richard
was on the look out for any suitable
property to buy, either new or prebuilt. Many a Glasgow site was looked
at, visited and various pros and cons
The Q of Queensway 1992 at Stevenxon Road
discussed. So, when Queensway at
Stevenson Road went into liquidation in 1991, Richard was more than ready to pounce.
Being ready to pounce and being ready with a concrete offer are actually poles apart. The
banks at that time were not keen to lend so the main source of funds needed to come from
the sale of South Clerk Street and family resources. However, with pressure mounting and
the limited time available, and as already rumour had it that other offers (not just any offers
but competitors' offers) on the Stevenson Road site were amassing, the need to take action
became paramount. As Scott reminisces:
"It was very intense. I worked for three months without a day off and there was still too
much to do. The economy was in tatters and interest rates were through the roof. We could
not sell the South Clerk Street shop which made it a very exacting time especially as the bank
was breathing down our necks….plus Jacqueline and I got engaged."
It must have been about the time of the Lockerbie Pan Am air disaster as I have a very vivid
memory of accepting an invitation to a friend's wedding in North Carolina. In fact, Susan
and I went on the back of the incredibly cheap Pan Am transatlantic air fares. When we left
for our American trip the purchase of Stevenson Road was not looking good, yet by the time
we returned some two weeks later everything was moving along at a great pace. The
eventual sale of South Clerk Street in 1993 was an enormous step forward as it provided
much needed funds.
Today Stevenson Road has a staff of 14, with Rick and Scott as joint managing directors
though in totally separate areas: Rick as Merchandise Director and Scott as Commercial
Director. A new direction for the company is in the sale of Nobilia kitchens.
20

Stevenson Road 1992

Behind the scenes at Stevenson Road

60 Stevenson Road today
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Rick's Story
My earliest memories of "the shop" - that is to say: 49 South Clerk Street - are when, on the
way home from school with a friend, I'd call in to see my Dad. I was probably only about 8
and I had to change buses at Salisbury from a No 5 to any bus going up Liberton Brae. At
that time the family home was at 11 Kirk Park, Liberton. I know I stank of cigarette smoke
as smoking was permitted upstairs on the buses. Homework, I seem to remember, was even
done on the shop floor - surely not a daily habit. On looking back, everything was so old
fashioned: typewriters, switch boards, telephones - but they were quite normal or even modern
at the time. Dad never encouraged me to linger in the shop as he felt I might distract the
staff from their main job. In fact, he positively discouraged any active part, despite my
natural desire to be involved, until (as my Mum tells the story) Dad found himself congratulating
a farmer on the fact that his son was keen to take over the family farm and similarly we were
"lucky enough to have a son interested in the family business." Therefore, Dad's attitude
changed and I was encouraged from then on to become involved in the business. As I was
then only just entering my teens, there was only a limited amount that I could do, but I was
allowed to go out during the school holidays on the van, which I really enjoyed. By the time
I was 16, and as I had been successfully selling on the floor at the weekends, I needed training.
There then followed a business studies course at Esk Valley College, Dalkeith and real 'hands
on' training at "Sterling" in Tillicoultry. Dad even bought me a second hand mini to travel
to work.
Around that time we had a storage
warehouse at Craigmillar - an old Wall's
ice cream factory with most unsuitable
low ceilings and gloomy awkward corners.
I was allowed to sweep the car park there
for £3 per week.
Slightly more recent memories are of the
joy of putting out the lights at Stevenson
Road compared with South Clerk Street
where the light switches were in a dark
Scott and Rick outside Lutton Place flat
basement crammed full of furniture - an
obstacle course in the dark. It was also a great novelty to have our own massive car park at
Stevenson Road as at 49 South Clerk Street we were right on the main road and parking was
very difficult.
Nowadays I can honestly say I love all aspects of my job as it has so much variety: speaking
to clients, helping with deliveries, buying, selling, charity work, staff support, etc, etc.
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Scott's Story
There was never a time when life was not intricately linked to South Clerk Street.
Sometimes it almost seemed that my Dad lived there! However, actually working and receiving
money were two different matters. From quite a young age I really enjoyed working on the
van during the holidays but that was considered a 'labour of love' and no money changed
hands. I was about 17 when I was given the chance to earn some money by cleaning out the
TV cupboard at South Clerk Street. Selling TVs was big business in those days but Dad
refused to pay me as he thought the work I had completed was not acceptable. By 1985 I had
passed all my school exams and, with my entrance to college in Dundee guaranteed for 1986,
I then worked for a year on the van as a fully paid up member of 'the team'. I loved it. My
time in Dundee graduating in business studies was well spent as I was accepted by British
Home Stores as a trainee manager and spent the next two years training in various English
stores (Harlow and Colchester).
I suppose I always knew my heart was committed to working for the family business so, when
a phone call came to me in 1991 with the news that we were hoping to buy Stevenson Road,
I didn't need to be asked twice whether I was interested or not. It was a very, very steep
learning curve. Also, it was a very hard time, not least by the fact that South Clerk Street
was slow to sell which almost dragged the business down. I would not even drive past it for
about five years!
My job today is full of variety which I really enjoy. I'm perhaps not at my best around stock
taking!

Scott signs up to join the company
L to R: Richard, Scott, Rick and Susan
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Norman Highton
Way back in the seventies the company was seriously affected by stock losses and obvious
theft. Dick was deeply upset by these conditions as staff who were thought of as friends,
immediately, though unwillingly, became suspects. Dick was never a man to be afraid of a
challenge. He answered an advertisement in the National Association of Retail Furnishers'
Magazine put in by a Mr Norman Highton offering, as a consultant, to help companies with
problems. Thus began a lifelong association with Norman and his late wife Connie that started as a business link and gradually moved to a deep friendship. Through the years Norman
has shown a commitment and dedication to the business and its ongoing development.

Scott learns about the company from Norman Highton
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Elspeth and Richard

Richard - Chairman

Rick & Scott - Joint Managing Directors
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